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How to Eat an Elephant: Achieving Financial Success One Bite at a TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Take control of your personal finances—one bite at a time


	Getting your financial house in order is a big job. At first, you might even feel like you've bitten off more than you can chew. But don't give up! In How to Eat an Elephant, you'll gain vital understanding of important personal finance basics...
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Head First CO'Reilly, 2012

	Ever wished there was an easier way to learn C from a book? Head First C is a complete learning experience that will show you how to create programs in the C language. This book helps you learn the C language with a unique method that goes beyond syntax and how-to manuals and helps you understand how to be a great programmer....
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Continuous Delivery and DevOps: A Quickstart guidePackt Publishing, 2012

	Streamline and optimize your workflow with this fast and engaging guide to continuous delivery and DevOps. Delivering quality software every time will become a way of life.


	Overview

	
		Real world and realistic examples of how to go about implementing continuous delivery and DevOps
	
		Learn...
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Ansible: Up and RunningO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Among the many configuration management tools available, Ansible has some distinct advantages—it’s minimal in nature, you don’t need to install anything on your nodes, and it has an easy learning curve. This practical guide shows you how to be productive with this tool quickly, whether you’re a developer...
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Learning ROS for Robotics Programming - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Your one-stop guide to the Robot Operating System


	About This Book

	
		Model your robot on a virtual world and learn how to simulate it
	
		Create, visualize, and process Point Cloud information
	
		Easy-to-follow, practical tutorials to program your own robots



	Who...
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Learning Bing Maps APIPackt Publishing, 2013

	Bing Maps are a great resource and very versatile when you know how. And this book will show you how, covering everything from embedding on a web page to customizing with your own styles and geo-data.


	Overview

	
		Display address information for any point on the map through the location-based REST services...
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Bridge Design and Evaluation: LRFD and LRFRJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	A succinct, real-world approach to complete bridge system design and evaluation


	Load and Resistance Factor Design (LRFD) and Load and Resistance Factor Rating (LRFR) are design and evaluation methods that have replaced or offered alternatives to other traditional methods as the new standards for designing and load-rating...
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Deployment of Microsoft Azure Cloud Solutions: A complete guide to cloud development using Microsoft AzurePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Master all the important and tough decision-making aspects involved in architecting an Azure public cloud for your organization. 

	
		Key Features

		
			Deploy Azure Active Directory and implement synchronization
	
			Manage storage solutions with Azure network services
	...
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Algorithms in Java: Parts 1-4, Third EditionAddison Wesley, 2002
Sedgewick has a real gift for explaining concepts in a way that  makes them easy to understand. The use of real programs in page-size (or less)  chunks that can be easily understood is a real plus. The figures, programs, and  tables are a significant contribution to the learning experience of the reader;  they make this book...
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Pinnacle Liquid Edition 6 for Windows : Visual QuickPro Guide (Visual Quickstart Guides)Peachpit Press, 2004
Recipients of nine Emmy Awards for technical innovation, Pinnacle products have long been a favorite among professional broadcasters. Now, with Liquid Edition shipping on Alienware Systems new line of notebook computers (and capturing the top engineering award at the National Association of Broadcasters convention), the rest of...
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Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals : Hundreds of Ready-to-Use Goals for Any Performance Plan or ReviewMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Set Effective Performance Goals for Your People--Just Look Up the Right Phrase!

In their previously published, top-selling book Perfect Phrases for Performance Reviews, Robert Bacal and Douglas Max described past employee performance. In Perfect Phrases for Setting Performance Goals,...
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Multimedia-based Instructional Design: Computer-Based Training; Web-Based Training; Distance Broadcast Training; Performance-Based Solutions, Second EditionPfeiffer, 2004
A New Edition of the Book that Turned the Training World Upside Down
Just as the groundbreaking first edition of Multimedia-Based Instructional Design offered a complete guide to designing and developing interactive multimedia training, the second edition is filled with relevant new content, automated tools on the CD-ROM, updates on standards,...
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